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ABSTRACT
Quilters: A Musical, “The Work of Their Hands” is a description of my

master's project consisting of directing the play Quilters. The overarching
purpose of my project was to learn about all the major aspects of production

through actually undertaking the production of a play for paying adult audiences.
With respect to the particular play Quilters, this project sought to explore the
representations of women in this work and to understand the origins of those

representations, the context in which this play was created and it’s message and

effect on audiences.

In preparation to direct Quilters, 1 conducted research that led me to
examine the history of representations of women in theatre, the feminist
responses to this history, critical responses to Quilters, and how the play fits into

this discourse. Additionally, 1 conducted background research into the subject
matter of Quilters which is based on the stories related by pioneer women of the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. My work included research about
quilting and the tools used in the quilting process; research into abortion and birth

control practices in 19th century America, research into the experience of pioneer
women in the 19th century, and research about feminist theatre history and the
characteristics common to feminist or women’s theatre.

I applied my research in developing a vision for my production of Quilters
that focused on telling an honest story about the realities, both serious and
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humorous, of the lives of women pioneers. My my aim was to have audiences
identify with the stories of these women on a human level that transcends

gender.
The project took 4 months and over 500 hours of work from inception to

completion. Rehearsals stretched over 8 weeks and involved 6 semiprofessional and community theatre actors and 3 professional musicians.
Though the budget was very limited and the technical elements at the production
venue were poor, the play was well received by audiences. Despite its inclusion

of a potentially controversial scene on abortion, audiences were engaged and

very complimentary. Two of the ensemble members in the play ended up being

nominated for Inland Theatre League awards and one won.

As a result of working on this project I learned how to carry a production
from inception to closing and I have been offered other directing jobs. The

knowledge 1 acquired helped me to start my own theatrical production company
that will present its first show in August 2012. I also plan to apply this knowledge

in devising a theatre arts curriculum for young performers that I will implement
through an after school workshop program beginning in the fall of 2012.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In the work of their hands, they documented not only the world
around them, but their inner world—a landscape of their loves,
wounds, hopes, wishes, fears and dreams. The quilt was their
confession in cloth, a form of visual music—life compressed,
organized..., pulsing with heartbeat, rhythm and melody. And that
very object, the quilt, the consummate symbol of their femininity
(rolling, comforting, protecting, embracing all of their life)
accompanied them through their rites of passage.
It also became their magic carpet, their release.
-- Barbara Damashek. “Just Makin’ Somethin’ Pretty.” Inside Out

Background
1 first became acquainted with the play Quilters approximately 15 years

ago when I was cajoled into attending a performance of it at The Grove Theatre

in Upland, California. I was not excited about attending since the subject matter,
“quilting and quilters”, was completely outside my scope of interests. However, I

left the theatre that night having been captivated, moved, and surprised by this
strange little play.

In January 2011, when I heard that The Grove was planning to bring
Quilters back for it’s 25th Anniversary season, I began contemplating submitting

my proposal to direct. I had been taking a course that explored representation of
different minorities on stage and film, and it had renewed my interest in
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representation of women in the performing arts, the role of women in creating

these representations, and their effect on society.
Though my directing experience had mostly been limited to middle school

productions, I contacted The Grove and submitted my bid to direct the play. 1
was concurrently thrilled and terrified when they called to say that I had been

chosen to direct the project. My purpose in undertaking this project was to learn
about both the directorial process and about the approaches to representation

taken in this piece of “women’s theatre” and the purposes and origins of these
approaches.

The scope of the project included my involvement in all aspects of

production including: casting, musical direction, marketing, design, and
performance of Quilters, including outreach to community groups. The play ran

for 9 performances from May 27th through June 12th 2011. As part of community
outreach, quilting groups were invited to submit legacy quilts to be displayed in a

vintage quilt exhibit held in the theatre lobby for the duration of the run. Our

anticipated audience included quilting groups from around Southern California,
senior citizen’s groups, and we hoped to pull in wider audiences through the

beautiful pieces of Americana music woven through the piece. My overarching

goal in directing this piece was to learn about as many aspects of production as

possible while putting on a production that spoke to today’s audiences by
honestly depicting challenges and rites of passage common in women’s lives
from a woman’s perspective.
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My time investment in this project exceeded 500 hours of work including

my research and planning time, rehearsals, production meetings, performances
publicity events, and strike.
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CHAPTER TWO
PRODUCTION METHODOLOGY

Casting
When I was hired, no other production staff had yet been chosen. I was

concerned that we would not have enough rehearsal time if auditions weren’t

held soon and that 1 very much wanted the Music Director to be present for
auditions. Since the producer had not been able to find a Music Director, I joined
in the search and contacted several people with whom I had worked in the past

Everyone was already engaged for the period of the show and one woman
backed out after seeing the complexity of the score. Running out of time, I
turned to Elizabeth, a talented vocalist and musician, who had been precast as

one of the daughters in the show. I knew that she had an MFA in music and

strong vocal training, but was concerned that being in the production while music

directing would prove overwhelming. However, with the auditions looming Liz
agreed to be music director and I promised to assist her in every way I could. I

felt that in the spirit of women’s theatre, this would be a collaborative project. It
proved to be a very difficult undertaking to pull off!
The show was partially pre-cast by the Producer. Ann, a Grove resident

actor, would play the role of Sarah, the “mother” figure whose narration loosely
provides the through-line for the play. Liz, her real life daughter, would play one

of Sarah’s daughters.
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I scheduled auditions on a Saturday afternoon with callbacks to be

scheduled the following Tuesday evening. The Grove Theatre advertised the
auditions on their website, on Facebook, and in trade publications. That first

Saturday, we had a total of 8 auditioners show up. The auditions consisted of a
2-3 minute monolog and 32 bars from an Americana style song. We were
looking for strong acting and comedic talent and an excellent ear, since much of

the music requires a’ cappella singing in tight harmonies. I was also looking for

an age range between late teens and late 40s for the daughters since Sarah
would be in her 60s.

One woman, a 23-year-old mezzo with a beautiful classically trained

voice, strong acting ability, and a great ear was a clear choice. The rest were
either not strong actors or had pitch problems or both. I began making phone
calls and inquiries. The play’s relative obscurity coupled with the timing of the

rehearsal period and opening in the middle of graduation season combined for a
lukewarm interest in the local acting community. Through networking we

rounded up another 6 actor/singers for the second round of auditions. During
these auditions we also had people learn a short a’ cappella harmony piece and

had them sing with others. We cast 4 more women between the ages of 24 and
46. One of the women, who was 25 years old looked much younger and could
play late teens. We began rehearsals and immediately started having problems
with the oldest daughter who showed up considerably late to rehearsals without

prior excuse, did not do her homework, and was thus unable to keep up with the
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pace of music learning. After serious deliberation with my music director and the
producer, I decided that it would be best to let her go. I made further inquiries

and auditioned 3 more women, but they were too old or could not sing the
harmonies. Liz then suggested that I should play the role of the oldest daughter
since I had been at all rehearsals and had learned the music. I was extremely

hesitant about this. However, after a few more days of fruitless searching, I

reluctantly decided to step in. In retrospect, 1 should have cast someone else
even if they were not quite right. I found that being the director and acting in the

same show is akin to a surgeon operating on herself. It might not kill her, but is
still a fairly bad idea.
Lastly, there is an added element of complication in casting Quilters

because once the performers are cast, the director must then cast the individual
vignettes. This process entailed matching the roles to each actress as well as

taking into account the logistics and structure of the play and the vocal
requirements of musical solos. The outcome of this process is reflected in the

Role Breakdown attached hereto as Appendix A.

Marketing
I set up a marketing team consisting of the Grove Theatre’s Executive Director,
the Box Office Manager, my husband who works for an advertising agency, and

the person who creates all The Grove’s printed materials and programs. We
discussed the intended demographics and marketing strategies. An obvious

target audience was quilting association members. We also agreed that the
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show’s Americana music would appeal to older audiences and churchgoing

audiences. However, the show’s content that deals with difficult issues such as
abortion, might offend some of these same audiences. I felt that the fact that the

stories being told were stories of real hardworking pioneer women could cut
through political and religious differences to speak to a universal truth about the

historic struggles of women and the experiences that are universal to women

even today. Women would obviously be an intended audience though my goal
was not in any way to exclude men.
Through Internet research I obtained a list of quilting associations

throughout southern California. Postcards, flyers and posters were created under

my supervision and were sent to these quilting groups. We followed up the
mailing with telephone calls. We offered group discounts and invited groups to
lend vintage quilts to a quilt exhibit that was set up in the theatre lobby for the

duration of the show. Each vintage quilt was carefully hung or displayed in a

case with an explanation of its age, origin, and the patterns used in its design.
I scheduled music rehearsals for a month prior to any acting rehearsals for
the show in order to develop a very tight command over the intricate harmonies

and to be able to prepare a few pieces that could be done at publicity events
prior to opening. We attended three such events prior to opening and performed

2-3 numbers from the show in costume. Upland’s Lemon Festival was going on
prior to the show’s opening so we walked around in costume and gave out flyers

and post cards. Small posters were distributed and posted in downtown Upland
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as well as surrounding communities. Additionally several hundred postcards

and two email blasts were sent out to the subscriber and email databases.

One of the challenges in promoting ticket sales was that the show opened

at the end of the school year during the traditional graduation season. Family
attendance at graduation events and parties, and vacation travel for the Memorial
Day weekend, cut down on the available audience. Another obstacle was The

Grove’s common practice of routinely placing tickets on discounted sale through
Gold Star. Because patrons have become accustomed to this practice, it is more
difficult to generate advanced ticket sales at the regular prices. Moreover, the

discounted tickets are not limited to more remote seating areas, so there is no
incentive to purchase in advance or to subscribe.

Set Design
I decided early on that I wanted to do the show on a raked stage for

several reasons. The Grove Theatre, originally a movie theatre, is a very long
narrow rectangle. It is an old theatre with a very slight rake in the house. The

stage is a proscenium stage approximately 3 feet high. Quilters is a show that is
structured like a patchwork quilt with carefully constructed vignettes that create
patterns or pictures of women’s lives. I wanted the entire audience to be able to

see these patterns and pictures no matter where they were placed on stage. The
rake allowed me to create interesting visual patterns and levels and to stage

numbers like “Needle’s Eye” in which the actors sat in a circle facing toward the
center to evoke the communal seating arrangement in a quilting bee. 1 was able
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to place the actors in the upstage part of the circle on the rake and thus the circle
shape was clearly visible to the audience as were all the actors. Similarly, the
“Dugout” scene was set at the bottom of the rake with three stools lined upstage
representing the dugout wall. This helped convey the feeling of being under
ground or in a house whose back wall is the side of a hill. Two of my early

concept sketches for the set design are included in Appendix B.
The rake also contributed to the dynamics of the fire in the “Crosses and

Losses” scene by allowing the metallic textile “sparks” being scattered on stage
to be clearly seen as they flew and spread across the rake. The wall of fire
represented by a large red piece of material was run at a diagonal from up right

to down left engulfing one of the actors as she ran from down left to up right. The

slope of the rake magnified the power of the image of this wall of fire engulfing
everything before it.

Lastly, I wanted to have the feeling of the endless prairie extending into

the horizon. My original concept was dominated by a large windmill at the top

center of the rake and did not have any boundaries at the upstage edge of the
rake. However, due to safety concerns, the producer required that we place a
fence along the rear edge of the rake. I then modified the design to include four

posts with wide canvas straps. Two of the posts were attached and looked like
part of the fence. The other two behind them could be moved and place in
bases at the stage right and left edges of the rake creating the idea of a log

cabin.
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1 collaborated on the implementation of my design with a carpenter who
created the working design and oversaw the construction of the rake and the

windmill according to my vision. During the planning stages we found out that
the church that held services at the theatre each Sunday would be using the

stage apron. The rake could not, therefore, extend beyond the proscenium. This
would be unworkable because the playing space would be too small and too

steep. We came up with an idea to build the rake in two sections that would be

joined with hinges thus allowing the portion of the rake extending onto the apron

to be folded back after the last performance each week so that the main curtain
could be closed hiding the set and leaving the apron clear for the church’s use.
A picture of the set in the process of construction is included in Appendix F.
Other Design Elements

Most of the props were placed on stage as part of the set dressing and all

of the scene changing occurred in plain sight of the audience. This rejection of

realism which feminist theatre borrowed in part from Brecht reminds the audience
that there is a message here, that this is a theatrical piece that was made for a

reason. By keeping them aware of the artifice of theater it focuses them on what

is important, the message and the story.
Other than the windmill, there was no realistic set piece in the show. As
called for in Damashek’s original production notes, textiles were employed for

many purposes throughout the show. The pieces from the several piecing bags

were folded into letters and hymnals and used to beat down the fire. Scraps of
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metallic and shiny red and yellow material were used as sparks and fire during

the fire scene. A large piece of red silky material was used, as the wall of fire.
Black sheer material was used during the fire scene to represent scorching of
characters and a large black sheer piece of fabric was used as a shroud. A long

piece of silky red material was used as the river in which one of the characters is
baptized in the “Blood of the Lamb”.
Additionally, for the “Windmill” scene, I used swatches of silky material in

the colors of water, earth, and sky that the actors twirled over their heads to
mirror the whirling of the windmill blades and the dreamy quality of the two

character’s reminiscences.
Aside from the use of swatches of material, quilts were used both for set

dressing and as props throughout the show. As provided in the script, we used
quilts to cover the actors playing cows that were then “skinned”. The quilt “skins”

were thrown over the dugout walls. In “Log Cabin”, the children all sleep under
quilts that end up on their mother’s bed as they all pile in together to escape the

strange noises of their new log cabin home. Quilts are used as babies in three
different scenes. The show ends with the display of a legacy quilt that
incorporates each of the 16 blocks featured throughout the play. Rather than

have the quilt dropped in as in other productions, I staged the last scene so that
the quilt was hung and raised by the the daughters working together. This was a

concrete re-enactment of Sara’s legacy providing a “real” life depiction of the life
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events abstracted and passed down through the quilt. A photo of the Legacy

Quilt as it was raised and displayed is included in Appendix F.

Lighting Design
Of all aspects of design, this proved to be the most problematic because it
is the area in which I have least knowledge and because The Grove does not

have enough working lighting fixtures to fully light all areas of the stage. At the
time I did not have any experience hanging or focusing lights. The designer used
by The Grove was available for only one production meeting. My concept for the

show was in line with the suggestions in the script. I wanted the feel of an open
sky in the horizon beyond the prairie and 1 wanted the shadow block scenes to all

have the same lighting scheme that should be markedly different from the other
scenes. Though I wanted the beginning of the show to present the actors in

silhouette, I also wanted to make sure that the other scenes were well lit all the
way up the rake. Because I was onstage for the show and the lighting designer

had very limited availability, I could never get the lighting that I had hoped for.
The lighting downstage and upstage is poor and several of the shadow block
scenes ended up too dark.
Lack of lighting also affected some of my staging decisions. Originally, I

intended to have the musicians on stage on a platform upstage of the rake.
Feedback from musicians and actors after the first band rehearsal about lack of

light and problems with inability to hear each other led me to change the staging
and place the band in an area at the front left of the house where they could see
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and hear all the actors. Since we had no conductor this proved to be the best

location to make sure that the actors and musicians could hear each other and

see important visual cues. Because of their visibility and close interaction with the
show, I dressed all the musicians in period clothing.
Music and Sound
Music is an integral part of this show. The music consists of original
pieces written in the Americana style as well as variations of well-known hymns

and folk pieces. Much of the music is a’ cappella requiring tight harmonies with
up to 6 parts. I consider the music the soul of this show. For this reason, I

scheduled a month of music rehearsals before we ever got up to do any blocking
or acting. 1 cast and worked very closely with my music director. In most other

productions of Quilters that I had seen, the harmonies tended to come loose
during the rigorous movement required in several scenes. I wanted to make sure
that the actors could turn cartwheels and stay in tight harmony if necessary.
Additionally, I decided that I would like to incorporate folk music instruments into

the show to produce the sound effects and some of the rhythms. I also wanted
traditional instruments used in non-traditional ways. I purchased rhythms sticks,

spoons, and jingle bells that were used on stage by the actors during “Thread the

Needle” and “Four Doves in A Window”. The musicians used a thunder

instrument and Freakas (a child’s toy consisting of a corrugated open ended
plastic tube) to generate the sounds of wind and storm during the “Dugout” and

the sound of the twister during the “Schoolhouse” scene.
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The original score calls for a flute, a violin and several other instruments.
We could only afford a trio. I wanted instruments that could be used in versatile

ways including to make sound effects required by the script We chose to have a
pianist, a mandolin/guitar player, and an upright bass. In the original script, the
flute was used to create the sounds of the unborn child during the birth scene.
We used the piano to trill the same effects. The bass was used to create the

baby’s first cry and a pair of flat sticks was used to simulate a slap or a whip

sound as necessary. The upright bass was used to create the sounds of the

creaking log cabin. I felt that the use of instruments to create these effects
integrated the musicians more deeply into the production and involved the
audience by making the theatrical process visible to them.

I was very pleased with the outcome of the choices I made with respect to

music. This production of Quilters was one of the strongest productions I have

heard. The harmonies were tight and the voices blended extremely well. The
use of the aforementioned live sound effects added to the pathos of the

production. The show was nominated for an Inland Theatre League Award for
Musical Direction.

Choreography
I was responsible for choreography since there was no separate
choreographer hired. Though I have had some dance training, I am not a

dancer, and one of the limitations that 1 faced was my lack of expertise in this

area. Most of the choreography in Quilters falls in the realm of movement to
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music and a kind of ritualized movement that is part of the story telling of the
piece. However, 1 researched the types of dances popular in the United States in
the late 1800s and incorporated some aspects of the Virginia Reel, square

dancing, and the waltz into the choreography.

As discussed above, I ended up filling the role of an actor who had to be
let go early on. This made it very difficult for me to step out of scenes to be able

to notice and clean up movement problems. Though l generally did not want
tightly choreographed numbers, but was striving for a more natural effect, there

are some places in which the show would have benefited from my having been
able to step out of the number more often to clean up choreography.
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CHAPTER THREE

DIRECTING

Research

Quilters is a play about a period in American history that has been so
highly idealized that stereotypical images and portrayals of this time are

ubiquitous in our society. The dominant images of pioneers vacillate between
fiercely independent males braving and conquering the elements and fighting for

survival in the “wild west” and sexualized metaphors of the “great American
West” taking “European men, institutions, and ideas... to her bosom.”

The popular myths and fantasies surrounding the colonization of the West

all revolve around men such as Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett, and Kit Carson
(Kolodny 4-5). Women have either been excluded from this narrative or have

been presented predominantly as passive objects in the male narrative rather
than as subjects driving their own narratives.

Firsthand historical accounts of the pioneering life make it clear that
despite promises of paradise, the lives of pioneer women were characterized by
isolation and hard work. While men roamed the outdoors hunting, planting, and
fishing, women “were shut up with the children in log cabins” and “found

themselves confined to a comfortless and laborious life” (Kolodny 9).
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Given the isolation and hardship of life on the prairies, quilts were not only
necessary for survival, but also became receptacles of family history, vehicles for
storytelling, outlets for creativity, and artifacts for trade and barter (Cooper and

Allen 15-25, 34, 75-76).
Piecing, the process of sewing together scraps taken from deconstructed

articles of clothing and other worn out textile artifacts, to create the top layer of a

quilt, and quilting, the sewing of the pieced top layer to the batting (middle layer)

and backing (bottom layer), provided respite from the drudgery of daily domestic
labor and the opportunity for social female bonding (Karpinski 6-22).

The play’s non-linear structure, all female cast, view of history from the
female subject’s perspective (“herstory”), use of metaphorical characters, non-

realistic presentational style, and casting of actresses as multiple characters
including cross-gendered casting, puts it squarely within the realm of feminist

theatre (Case 64, 68, 115 and Chinoy and Jenkins xxxii-xxxiii).

Given our strong positive gut responses to the play when my friends and I
first viewed it, I expected to find that the play had been uniformly well received.

However, when I began researching in preparation to direct the play, l found

some perplexing information. The play opened in Denver in 1982 and was a

popular success (Denver Center Theatre online history of Quilters). From there it
played regionally in venues from California to Pennsylvania and Washington DC
where it also garnered praise and was very well received. However, upon

reaching Broadway critics quickly dismissed Quilters disdaining it as amateurish
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and provincial. Despite the critical response, those in the industry lauded

Quilters with 6 Tony nominations including a nomination for Best Musical and
nominations for Barbara Damashek for Best Direction of a Musical and Best
Original Score. Why had the New York critics responded so negatively?

Frank Rich’s review for The New York Times stopped barely short of

calling Yale educated Barbara Damashek and successful writer Molly Newman

amateur roobs and suggesting that they take their play back to middle school
media centers and community halls where he seemed to think its artistic

accomplishments belonged. He wrote: "Molly Newman and Barbara Damashek
clearly know a lot about quilting and the unsung heroines who practiced it. If the

entertainment at the Jack Lawrence Theater is any indication, their knowledge of
theater is somewhat less acute.”

Rich’s criticism centered on what he saw as shallow characterization
caused by the multiplicity of characters, the use of metaphorical characters, the
non-linear approach, and the cross-gendered casting of women as men. The

foundations of this criticism seemed to me to lie in Rich’s comparison of this play
to the traditional theatrical canon which is mostly linear, realistic, and male

centered.
Elaine Aston describes the differences between traditional realistic theatre
and feminist theatre as follows:

In narrative terms, dramatic and theatrical texts in the realist tradition
operate systems of ‘closure’. Their well-constructed or well-made
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form follow a linear pattern from exposition to crisis and ultimate

resolution. The subject of this narrative is male and its discourse is

phallocentric: is expressive of male experience, emotions, etc. By
contrast, the ‘female’ is enclosed within the male narratives of

realism, is most commonly defined in relation to the male
‘subject’ (as wife, mother, daughter, etc.), is unable to take up a
subject position (as previously described), and is used as an object
of exchange in an heterosexual, male economy (Aston 40).

Rich’s use of words such as “skits” to describe the sequence of vignettes
or scenes in the show is emblematic of the paternalistic address of women by

men in infantilizing and dismissive ways. His derisive references to the subject

matter of the play as overly nostalgic and burdened with “biblical homilies, arcane
folklore and homespun humor’’ recalls to mind the deprecation of the labor of
women as “just women’s work.” According to Rich, Quilters told the wrong story

and told it in the wrong form.
Though Stanley Kauffman of the Saturday Review gave the play a

somewhat more positive review, he articulated similar sentiments that the play
lacked universality and breadth. “A musical dealing with the women in the
families that settled the West, a musical based on the making of quilts by those

women, sounds ominously precious.... Quilters is hardly the whole story of

westward expansion...”
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The basic criticisms articulated by these men focus on the unworthiness

and incompleteness of the western expansion story when told from the viewpoint

of the women who lived it. This can only emanate from the concept that the
proper viewpoint, the original and universal viewpoint, must be that of the male.

Woman has been traditionally defined by her differences to man thus setting man

up as the original and woman as the derivative or deviation. This patriarchal
view was incorporated into the biblical creation myth of Adam and Eve. "... [TJhe
notion of the female derived from the male point of view, which remained alien
*
to

female experience and reflected the perspective of the gendered opposite” (Case
11).

Quilters met with critical disapproval because it excludes men from the

story in much the same way that women have historically been excluded from

theatrical storytelling. Dating to the inception of western theatre in Athenian
Dionysian ritual, real women have been excluded from the stage and replaced by
male actors playing fictionalized women conceived and projected through the
male lens. Feminist critics have pointed out that even apparently strong women
in Greek tragedies are portrayed as the “other”—an object that the male hero

must gain or reject (14-15). Because women were not allowed on stage and the
playwrights and possibly the audiences were all male, the depiction of women in
these plays completely shut out the perspectives of real women. The “drag”

version of woman became part of the theatrical canon.
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The Athenian theatre practice created a political and aesthetic arena

for ritualized and codified gender behavior, linking it to civic

privileges and restrictions. This gender principle was elevated to

‘classic’ status and so became a paradigmatic element in the history
of theatre, connoting the expulsion of women from the canon and
the ideal (11-12).

This “drag” tradition was revived in Elizabethan England as part of social
and religious mores that sought to keep women in private spheres and equated
public female display with licentiousness, temptation, and prostitution (19-27).

By the late Middle Ages, the Church had secured the notion that
such immoral sexual conduct was the province of women: that is,

that prostitutes caused prostitution.... Banning women from the
stage would prevent the stage from becoming the site for immoral

sexual conduct (Case 20).
The exclusionary effect of having no women involved in writing or

production of plays is evident in the caricatured and selective images presented

of women in the theatrical canon.
The performances and narratives of poor women, women of colour,

lesbians, ‘unattractive’ women and innovative women, who may

have experimented in forms suited to their own private world rather
than those of the public patriarchal one, were not considered
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significant in the history of theatre by virtue of the dominant cultural
codes (Case 28).

In light of this history, it is ironic that New York critics objected to Quilters
because of the multiplicity of roles played by women and found cross-gendered
characters shallow. Women were playing men in the same ways that historically
men have played women. The lack of men in the play, however, rendered the

story unbelievable, limited, and shallow for these male critics. The differing
responses of the mainly female audiences who made Quilters a regional success

and those of the male critics who panned it may be attributable at least in part to
the jarring effect on the male viewer of seeing the drag tradition reversed thus

challenging the status quo (Parker 282-282).
Likewise, the criticism that Quilter’s stories provide an incomplete view, is

misplaced since they were based on true stories of real women. The concept
that every story must cover every experience or that there is such a thing as a
universal experience has been rejected by feminists who have embraced the

personal stories that were for centuries made invisible since they were not part of

a public male sphere (Case 3). Moreover, as human beings, men, if open to the
experience, can identify with common themes and concerns in women’s lives just
as women have been doing with respect to the representation of men’s lives for
millennia. The regional audiences who continue to make Quilters a popular

offering are comprised of both men and women.
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Vision

Turning to my experience of Quilters in production, I do agree with some
of the criticism that the tendency of directors and actors with regard to this play is

to fall into a Holly Hobbie cutesy style that can make the material come across as
saccharin and superficial. I was not interested in putting up stereotypes and
idealized archetypes. My vision for Quilters was based on my reading of the

book The Quilters Women & Domestic Art: An Oral History by Patricia Cooper &
Norma Bradley Allen that served as the original inspiration for the play Quilters.
The book is an ethnography filled with the recollections and stories of women

whose families had settled on the prairies in the mid and southwest during the
late 19th century. The uniting theme in these women’s lives is the role of quilting
and quilts. The quilts they and their families produced were tools and artifacts
that both played vital roles in the wellbeing of the family, and also documented its

history through the scraps and patterns incorporated into them. The histories

recounted simply and poignantly by the women who were interviewed for this

book need no embellishment or melodrama. I was struck as I read the book how
many of the actual words of these women made it into the play. What I had
thought was the storytellers’ dramatic artifice was actually the life of real women.
It became very important to me that the characterizations of these women

in my production be authentic and natural. The stories told by these women
resonated with me and I believed they would resonate with the audience

because they were simple but powerful stories about the challenges of being a
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woman. The women in the book described having to keep families together
under conditions of extreme deprivation and hardship. They described building
homesteads from the ground up and sharing physical toil with their husbands.

Their experiences included happy marriages that were equal partnerships as well
as arranged or abusive marriages. Several of them were married at the age of

14 or 15 and pregnant soon thereafter. The women talked about managing
households with many children while also keeping up with the often brutal

workloads of a 19th century household and farm. Despite their diversity, the
voices of these women were clear and bright and spoke to me at a core level

because, surprisingly, I seemed to have so much in common with them.

Strikingly, the experience of facing the world as a woman holds many of

the same challenges today as it did for these pioneer women more than a

century ago. The resurgence of religious fundamentalism has given rise to a
mounting attack on laws protecting women’s access to safe, legal abortions and

even the right to control their own fertility through birth control is being attacked

through cuts in insurance coverage and funding. The economic recession of the

past few years has forced women into roles as primary caregiver and primary
breadwinner for their families. The old cliche “A woman’s work is never done” is
as true for many middle and lower class women today as it was for the pioneer

women interviewed in the Quilters book.

In addition to the stories of hardship and social interaction, Quilters, the
play, also weaves in several stories referred to as “Shadow Blocks” that reflect
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the rites of passage and rituals that are part of women’s lives. These shadow

blocks include baptism, birth, menstruation, abortion, marriage, and death. I was

particularly interested in these rites of passage and sought to stage them in ways
that would speak to women through their honesty. Especially the birth,

menstruation, and abortion scenes needed to be portrayed in ways that would
transcend politics and get to a shared experience of womanhood.
The abortion scene was especially important to me. My research revealed
that prior to about 1820 there were very few laws regarding abortion in the United
States. In 1820 some states began to pass laws curtailing abortion after

“quickening’’ and by the late 19th century several states had laws banning
abortion (Brodie 41-45).

Women, nevertheless, continued to rely on herbal abortifacients in
attempts to curtail fertility (Brodie 42). It was not uncommon for pioneer women

of this time to be frequently pregnant or lactating, and many women gave birth to

more than 10 children. Common birth control methods for the working classes
who could not afford more expensive methods consisted of the unreliable

withdrawal and/or the rhythm methods that tried to limit intercourse to infertile
times in a women’s cycle (though there was no definitive way to tell at that time)

(59-83). The physical toll of pregnancy and childbirth along with the mounting
workload of raising large families and sharing the work of a farm, must have been
prodigious.
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For me, this problem resonated loudly since in the past decade we have

once again seen rising efforts to erode the right to legal abortion in the United
States. I wanted to communicate the feeling of isolation and despair that a
woman faces when she has an unwanted pregnancy and cannot get access to a

safe abortion. This scene is usually staged with a single woman undergoing the

abortive process. At one point in the scene each of the daughters begins a litany
of her children’s names. The recitation of the long lists of names becomes a
choral piece that serves as the background for the groans and moans of the

woman undergoing the abortion. The scene culminates with her scream as the
litany of names slowly dies off.

Instead of limiting the abortion experience to one character, I had each

actress on stage mirror, through pantomime, the drinking for the abortifacient. As
*,
the litany progressed one by one fell to her knees and began to rock as she

suffered through the effects of the remedy. The scene built to the scream when

everyone froze except for the ending names of the litany that slowly faded away.
I wanted the scene to evoke not only the number of women having to resort to
this type of abortion, but also the isolation caused by lack of access to legal help,

and the deaths that occur as a result.

Another scene of special significance to me was the menstruation scene

called “Four Doves in a Window”. This scene can come across as trivial and trite
if over-acted. I have also seen productions in which the change in
characterization to mark the transition from “girlhood” to “womanhood” is so
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stereotypically sexualized that it completely misses the nuances of this transition
in a woman’s life. The title of the scene suggested to me the acrobatics that you
sometimes see birds engage in as they play in the air. I wanted the four girls to
be children, to be playful, and to show the honest curiosity, anticipation, and

apprehension that most girls experience regarding their first period. I wanted

each of the actresses in this scene to have a distinct and different character, and

to bring a different attitude towards the changes occurring in their bodies. The
first girl to begin menstruating expresses her horror at the reality of the process

and at the prospect of having to deal with this process for many years to come.
She is also worried that she has left behind her childhood and that she will no

longer fit in with her friends. The second monologue by the last of the girls to get
her period is a counterpoint to the first. The humor comes from this girl’s honest

appeal to God to please send her period juxtaposed against the first girl’s

energetic exhortations to the All Mighty to take the thing away.

Having a period is one of those things that no girl truly understands until

she actually experiences it. I remember how dismayed I was to find out that it
keeps going on at night I had convinced myself that it would happen in one trip

to the bathroom. Even when 1 realized that it would take a few days, I had
somehow convinced myself that one would be entitled to a break at night. I find

this funny now, and I wanted to convey this experience from this personal female
perspective—to demystify it. I wanted to share a laugh with the audience about

all our common misapprehensions. Each actress in the scene was directed to
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have a different response to getting her period and encouraged to remember
what it was like when she first started menstruating. During rehearsals we

shared these stories. In many productions of this play that I have seen, the girls

at the end of the scene are now women and display stereotypically feminine,
sexualized, catty behavior which is supposed to evoke adult femininity. However,
it was important to me though the characters show some change, that there was

also a reminder that these girls were still girls, still themselves. To help
communicate this, the scene ended with an attempt by the girls to act more
grown up reverting joyously back into the playful carefree game of chase that

began the scene.

Since I was not in this scene but needed to be just offstage ready to come

on for the scene following it, I enjoyed watching and listening to the reactions of
the audience each night. The scene would always elicit laughter from the

audience. But the understanding of the action and the accompanying laughter
would grow in a very uniform order. The first to understand what was going on

and start chuckling were older women and then the younger women would join
them. Sometime a little later the men would start understanding and you would

hear male laughter start to build along with the women’s. Regardless of the
order each night, the entire audience ended up visibly and audibly engaged in

this scene underscoring my belief that women’s personal experiences can speak

to both men and women at a human level.
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The last scene of the play is extremely important because it leaves the
audience with the final image that sums up what the play was about. The play's

central message is evoked by Barbara Damashek’s phrase “the work of their

hands” from her interview about Quilter’s published in the May-July 2009 edition
of the Denver Center Theatre’s publication “Inside Out”.
In the final scene Sarah bequeaths the legacy quilt incorporating all the
blocks that have comprised metaphors for the rites of passage and celebrations

of her life, to her daughters to continue to use it and pass it on to future
generations. The exultation of the value of utility in art is underscored by Sarah’s

exhortation that she not be buried in her best quilt. She wants the quilt to
continue to provide cover and to tell its stories to future generations. I wanted to

reiterate the idea of creation of meaning and art through work by having the
daughters work together to hoist the giant quilt into place rather than having it

dropped down as in most other productions. A woman’s work may never be
done, but through its artifacts, her voice continues to be heard through time. The

staging of this final scene with the daughters all unfolding and raising the huge

quilt routinely elicited a strong cheering response from audiences.
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CHAPTER FOUR
OUTCOMES

Quilters was the most productive learning experience of my life. Through

this lovely play, I expanded my knowledge of production to include marketing and
technical work that I had never undertaken at this level. I was forced to exercise

a level of attention to detail, time management, and personnel management that I
had not had to implement in my previous theatrical endeavors.
The show was a moderate financial success for The Grove Theatre

though it did not meet their expectations for sold out houses. Average
attendance was 150 audience members per performance. My goal had been to
average 200 attendees per performance. However, factors such as the holiday

weekend, graduations, and the recession worked against ticket sales.
The reviews for the play were generally very positive. Negative comments

were directed at technical issues beyond my control such as the sound system
that was operated by a Grove employee with little knowledge of sound design or

acoustics, the poor lighting caused by a lack of functioning lights and limited

access to a Lighting Designer at The Grove. I could have mitigated some of
these issues if I had not been engaged onstage as an actor. One of my biggest

learnings with respect to this project is the importance of having an objective eye

in the audience. By placing myself within the production, I was unable to
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physically step away and monitor for problems as effectively as if I had remained

solely as the director of the piece. Additionally, I could have helped to run the
lighting and sound equipment and might have been able to improve the quality of
these elements. I do not plan to ever again undertake to act in a production that I

direct.
The show was one of two Grove productions to be nominated for an

Inland Theatre League Award for 2011 garnering nominations for Music Direction
and Acting. My involvement in helping to shape and facilitate my collaborator’s

roles made their nominations extremely satisfactory for me.

One of the areas of greatest stress during the show was in personnel
management. The woman playing Sarah had been precast by The Grove and

had performed in their two previous productions of the show. She had very
strong feelings about the show and how it should be done. She was resistant to
learning new musical parts (or relearning parts that she had learned incorrectly

before). She felt she knew the show and so did not do the actor’s work required

to fully flesh out her character. She also spent a great deal of time trying to be
involved in aspects of production such as set design and staging that where not
her responsibility. These preoccupations and the friction they created during

rehearsals kept her from focusing and learning her lines. Because this woman
was also a friend of mine, she had known me only as a fellow actor, and seemed

to question my ability as a director. At first, I allowed my own insecurities to take
hold and allowed her to engage in many of the behaviors discussed above, but I
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soon realized that her behavior was having a negative effect on the rest of the

cast. 1 resolved to manage the behavior through private conversations with this

actor, by maintaining a professional and even-keeled demeanor, and by making it
clear to her and the rest of the cast that I needed them to follow my lead. After

much stress and one major blow up when I asked her to please leave a
production meeting with the scene designer into which she had inserted herself
uninvited, she eventually began to see the fruits of our labor coming together and

began to come around. Her unprofessional public outburst towards me, led

others who were present to relate the incidence to the producer who intervened
on my behalf as well. Later, after the opening night performance, one of her

daughters who had seen the previous Quilters Productions she had been in,

gave our production high praises as the best Quilters production she had seen.
That night, this actor apologized to me.
Difficult as this experience was, I gained invaluable knowledge from it. No

matter how insecure I feel as a new director, it is my job to be the leader and to

inspire confidence, enthusiasm, and creativity in my cast. My mistake in Quilters
was not to doubt myself, but to let my insecurity show. Most actors are by nature

somewhat insecure. They need someone to provide them with strong leadership
and support in order to feel safe in being creative and exploring the limits of a
character. If this type of situation were to occur again, I would not hesitate to talk

to the producer sooner.
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Another unanticipated but welcome outcome of this project has been its
effects on my students. Since I am a middle school Theatre and Honors

Language Arts teacher, I invited my students to attend the show but sent parents

a caveat regarding the content of the piece. Several families attended and one
student in particular became very interested in quilting. Her family supported her

in this and 1 recently learned that her father organized a charitable event to raise

money for needy families through area quilting groups. Other outcomes of my
students attending Quilters was that they were able to see me doing what I teach

them every day. It made a very positive difference in my relationship with them

and in their willingness to take risks and grow as actors. Lastly, the knowledge
about the production process that 1 have gained has made me more effective in

managing the logistics theatre program at my school.
The final outcome of my experience on Quilters is my decision to pursue

directing, writing, and production on a full time basis. The theatre has always
been my passion, but for different reasons, 1 was never able to pursue it full time.

Quilters showed me that 1 could handle the production of a successful show
despite difficult circumstances, tight budgets, and poor economic times. In the

year since Quilters, I have worked with my husband and daughters to launch a
production company named Ophelia’s Jump Productions. We will present our
inaugural performance in August, 2012. It will be a compilation piece combining
scenes and music from various works along with original writing around the

theme of characters making extreme decisions. The show is entitled Ophelia’s
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Jump and is meant to be an introduction to our company and the types of works

we plan to present. We are launching our first season with this show in August,
2012 and have obtained the rights to August: Osage County by Tracy Letts for an
October 2012 production.
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APPENDIX A
ROLE BREAKDOWN
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Role Breakdown

Block One/Rocky Road to Kansas
Jenny, Woman Six- Beatrice
Margaret, Woman One- Janette
Lisa, Woman Four- Liz
Jody, Woman Three- Caitlin
Jane, Woman Five- Heather
Dana, Woman Two, Christy- Kirsten
Block Two- Dugout
Papa- Janette
Carrie/Polly- Heather
Katie- Liz
Cows- Caitlin, Beatrice, Kirsten
Woman- “Smile in the Face of Sorrow”- Caitlin
Woman One- “Thread the Needle”- Janette
Block Three- Baby’s Blocks
Evelyn- Heather
Sally- Kirsten
Papa- Caitlin
Florence- Liz
Cynthia- Janette
Janie- Beatrice
Childbirth
Mother- Janette
Midwife- Liz
Attendants- Beatrice, Kirsten
Sibling- Heather
Expectant Father- Caitlin

Block Four-The Rebel Patch
Cornelia Song
Child One- Heather
Child Two- Beatrice
Child Three- Kirsten
Child Four- Janette
Child Five- Liz

Annie- Caitlin
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Block Five- Windmill
Frankie- Liz
June- Caitlin (Reverse parts of song)
Windmill blades-Ann, Kirsten, Janette, Heather, Beatrice
Block Six- Robbing Peter to Pay Paul
Joy- Heather
Mama- Beatrice
Papa- Ann
Clerk- Kirsten

Block Seven- Butterfly
Lizzie- Liz
Rose- Betty
Mother-Kirsten
Nurse- Caitlin “Butterfly”
Woman- Janette
Woman- Heather
Block Eight- Schoolhouse
Lily- Kirsten
Miss Jesse- Janette
Child- Beatrice
Cyrus- Heather
Clara- Liz
Block Nine- Four Doves in a Window
Nan- Caitlin
Girl Two- Liz
Girl Three- Heather
Becky- Kirsten

Needle’s Eye
Miss Prentice- Beatrice
Lavinia Hall- Heather
Pru- Janette
Elly- Liz
Felicity- Caitlin
Molly Kirsten
Aunt- Ann
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ACT TWO
Block Ten- Lone Star
Lou Ann- Janette
Cowboy John- Betty

Block Eleven- Double Wedding Rings
Cora- Heather
Woman One- Kirsten
Clara- Caitlin
Woman Four- Janette
Woman Two- Beatrice
Woman Three- Liz
Block Twelve- Secret Drawer
Woman One- Kirsten
Harriet- Janette
Woman Three- Heather
Woman Two- Liz
Woman Four- Caitlin
Mabel Louise- Beatrice
Block Thirteen- Log Cabin
Mother- Caitlin
Child One- Kirsten
Storyteller- Heather
Child Two- Liz
Child Three- Janette
Child Four- Beatrice
Child Five- Heather

Block Fourteen- Country Crossroads
Janie- Kirsten
Betty- Beatrice
Emily- Caitlin/Liz (song)
Katherine- Caitlin
Cassie- Liz
Block Fifteen- Crosses and Losses
Woman One- Heather
Lillian- Caitlin
Maureen- Kirsten
Bert- Janette
Clarence Cline- Liz
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Patricia- Heather
Mrs. Seeley- Beatrice

Block Sixteen- Tree of Life
Jenny- Betty
Margaret- Janette
Lisa- Liz
Jane- Heather
Jody- Caitlin
Dana- Kirsten
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DESIGN SKETCHES
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Design Sketch by Beatrice Casagran
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Design Sketch by Beatrice Casagran
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APPENDIX C

MASTER PROP RUN LIST
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Scene

Prop

On

A- Pieces of
Lives

Piecing
Bag w/at
least 7
swatches

UR
(P2)

A- Pieces of
Lives

6 Med.
Hoops

' By/

Cue

Off

By

Cue

Ann

Overture

P1

Liz

Tenderness,
tenderness

3 P2

J. L, B,

Overture

Liz

3 P3

K, H, C

P1 (in
bag)

Tenderness,
tenderness

A- Rocky
Road

2 large
Hoops

P1

Kirsten

I trust you will
be able to
read...

P3

Kirsten

Block
Two!...

A- Rocky
Road

Rocky
Road
Patch

P1

Kirsten

I trust you will
be able to
read...

P3

Betty

Block
Two!...

B- Dugout

Dugout
Patch

P1

Ann

The first home
we had...

P4

Liz

Blue out

B- Dugout

5 stools
for dugout
wall

P3

B,
C, H,K

Block Two!

P3

B.C.K

Blue out

B- Dugout

1 stool for
fireplace
or pot
belly
stove,
spoon &
cup

P4

J

Block Two!

P4

H

Blue out

Stage
M

Move stove,
cup, and
spoon to P2
at
intermission

B- Dugout

2 quilts

P4

L

Block Two!

P4

L

Blue out

B-Dugout

3 quilts for
cowhides

P3

B,C,K

After setting
up dugout

P3

J

Blue out

B- TTN

Needles

P3

B.K.L, H

Blue out

P2

K

Shadow
Block

B- TTN

Stool

P4

A

Blue out

P2

A

Rebel Patch

B-TTN

Piecing
bag

P1

A

Janie, come
sit by me....

P1

A

I call it a
Shadow
Block

CChild/Corn

Quilt to
cover J

P2

J

Shadow Block

P2

J

Rebel Patch

c-

Muslin

P2

K

Shadow

P2

K

Rebel Patch
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Blocks

Child/Corn

sheets

CChild/Corn

Rebel
Patch

P3

L

Shadow Block

P3

H

After
Cornelia

CChild/Corn

tin cup for
hat

P2

A

Rebel Patch

P2

A

After
Cornelia

CChild/Corn

hat

P2

J

Rebel Patch

P3

J

After
Cornelia

C-Child/Corn

hair

P2

B

Rebel Patch

P2

B

After
Cornelia

C-Child/Corn

feather

P3

K

Rebel Patch

P3

K

After
Cornelia

C-Child/Corn

thimbles

in
pocke
ts

All
except
H

beginning of
show

P2/P3

Ail
except
H

After
Cornelia

C-Child/Corn

Cornelia
Puppets

P3

H

Rebel Patch

P3

H

After
Cornelia

D-A/W

Bucket
w/Robbin
g P to pay
P

P2

L

It turned out
real good

P2

C

Nobody
asked to be
paid back
though...

D-A/W

windmill
flag

P3

A

It turned out
real good

P1

A

...and he
had the
same
problem

ERPP/Baptis
m

Robbing
P to pay P
patch

P2

L

in the bucket

B

P3

After Have
you Been to
Jesus

ERPP/Baptis
m

2 stools

P1

K

My daddy was
a Baptist
preacher...

P1

K

jest like any
other man,
likes that
red...

ERPP/Baptis
m

2 Bolts (1
red, 1
other)

P1

K

My daddy was
a Baptist
preach...

other
P1

K

jest like any
other man,
liked that
red...

J.K
red
P2
F- Butterfly

butterfly

P4

After end of

L
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P1

The Butterfly

L

End of
Butterfly It’s

quilt

Been to Jesus

slow goin1

F- Butterfly

two
bundles

P2

K

Just a few
things about
the time right
before she
died.

P4

A&C

Come... on
now you
know you
have to...

F- Butterfly

scissors/o
r sharp
object

P2

K

After been to
Jesus in dress

P2

K

Suicide....

F-Butterfly

sewing
basket

P4

A

Skirt,
petticoats,
bedsheet....

P4

C

...that she
will tell us
what
happened

F-Butterfly

stool

P4

c

I’ll stay with
her, Mrs.
Bonham

P4

C

... that she
will tell us
what
happened

GSchoolhouse

6 stools &
hoops

P3

H,C,A

3 P4

L,K,C

P1

K,B,L

It’s slow
goiri... End of
Butterfly

3 P1

H,B,J

Why Lily,
you have
written a
poem!

H-Doves

Bell

P1

J

My Mama
pieced the
“Doves...”

P2

J

Lord, Why is
this
happening...

H- Needles
Eye

7 Stools

1 P1

B

Dear
Friends...

2 P1

Stage
M

2 P2

K,J

3 P
3

C.H.L

Intermission
- Set up
remaining 5
stools in
inverted V
for Lone
Star

Please let me
know....

A
1 P4

Ogun
1- Lone Star

1- Lone Star

liBS
BIS
5 stools
Chaps

P2

Preset at
Intermission

c

Settiri there
under the...

Cowboy
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s
iMI ajg iRfil
3 P2

B,C,K

2 P3

H,L

back
of

B

End of Waltz

End of
Double
Wedding

P2

K

Guitar
with strap

P3

H

-

Stool

P1

J

Now the way I
done mine...

Lone Star
Patch

P1

J

1- Double
Wedding
Rings

Double
Wedding
Rings
Patch

P1

B

J- Secret
Drawer

stove

P2

J

pot w/cup
inside

P2

1- Lone Star

Rings

rake

Hat

P1

B

P1

B

Lordy, now I
married him...

P3

L

There was
always lots
of
soldiers....

There was
always lots of
soldiers....

P2

B

P3

K

Jenny, Lisa,
Jane,
John...

P3

K

P2

Lordy now, I
married
him...

spoon
J- Secret
Drawer

Secret
Drawer
Patch

P3

L

There was
always lots of
soldiers...

P2

L

Jenny, Lisa,
Jane,
John...

K- Log Cabin

2 logs

UR

L&B

UR

B&L

UL

J&K

He always
whistled when
he worked.

UL

C&J

When you
get on in
years...

4 P2

K&B
(2 each)

Get ready for
bed. We have
a big day
tomorrow.

P2

J

P3

H

K- Log Cabin

6 quilts

J, H

2 P3

When you
get on in
years...

L- Country
Crossroads

Country
Crossroad
s patch

P1

A

When you get
on in years...

UR

K

after
Country
Crossroads

L- Country
Crossroad

7 patches

P1

B

Now my
husband...

P1 &
P4

All

during
Dandelion

M- Crosses
& Losses

Spark
material

in
pocke
ts

All

during crosses
and losses

P1 &
P4

All

during
Dandelion

M- Crosses
& Losses

Fire Cloth

P2

J

Their torment
was the
torment of a

P2

J

during
Dandelion

including
Crosses &
Losses
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scorpion...

M-Crosses &
Losses

2 Fire
Strips

P2

J

P3

K

Then we
dragged
ourselves off
to bed.

P3

J

P2

K

To this
day...

M- Crosses
& Losses

Black
Gauze
shroud

P3

L

After "These
quilts is from
the Ladies of
the First
Lutheran
Church”

P3

L

During
Dandelion

M-Crosses &
Losses

Black
Gauze
scarves,
strips

variou
s in
pocke
ts

K, H

used after
monologues

P4 in
bucke
t

A

During
Dandelion

M-Crosses &
Losses

Hoops
with
patches

P2

B,L,H

P2

B,L,H

End of Show

P3

J,C,K

Last
Dandelion like
the dauntless
heart you
seem...

P3

J.C.K

End of Show

M-Crosses &
Losses

Tree of
Life Patch

P4

A

Smiling
Bravely
Though
Above...

P3

A

After don’t
bury me in
my best
quilt.

N- Tree of
Life

No new
props

Prop List
Piecin' bag with at least 7 swatches (one has to look like part of a wedding dress, one yellow. Should be squares
about the size of a diaper or a little bigger.

7-12 Medium Hoops (extras would be better because of the prop movement)
2 extra large hoops for use as wagon top
7 medium size stools
1 tall stool
1 short stool
1 pot belly tin stove (Judith said there is a gentleman who offered one) If we cannot get that one, we will use stools.)
1 old fashioned pot
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2 old fashioned tin cups
1 old fashioned wooden spoon
7-10 quilts twin-full size
Wooden Needles—I have these

Rhythm Spoons (2 sets) I have these

9 muslin rectangles that can be flapped and torn during childbirth scene (2 needed per show)
Sunflower hat for Cornelia with Velcro on bottom
Straw or raffia hair for Cornelia with Velcro at base

Raffia or straw for hands
Chicken Feather

18-20 thimbles
Cornelia/Cornelius Puppets-Jeanette is making
Old fashioned wooden or metal bucket

2 bolts of cloth 1 round red with at least 7 yards of fabric, one regular other color
1 small babies quilt
Old fashioned metal scissors

Sewing basket
School Bell- Ann provided this
Other Bell for Doves—I have

Chaps

Cowboy Hat
Small Guitar with Strap
Red, orange, Yellow metallic scraps of material for sparks

4 yards of Fire Cloth—red metallic or such
2 strips 5-6 ft long (3-5 inches wide ragged looking) of same cloth for fire strips

1 large piece of see through smoky black material for shroud
strips and pieces of this same material to be used as bandages and bandanas, head wraps
5— 25" squares of silk like material to use during Windmill—blues, greens, purples

6 medium hoops with patches in them—can use the hoops mentioned above, but will have to be set up with the

material in them during intermission.
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APPENDIX D

REHEARSAL CALENDARS
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APPENDIX E

SHOW NEEDS/BUDGET
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Show Needs/Budget:
Projected Revenue Attendance 200/performance- 250/performance:
Ticket Sales $36, 000-45,000

Director: $500.00
Music Director $500.00
Pianist: $ 1,000.00
Fiddle?: $ 600.00
Do we have performance tracks?
Do we have individual tracks?

Actors: Stipend/Gas money $100 each-$700.00
Costumer: $150
Props: ?
Stage Manager:

Quilt: What is the status?
What if we can’t get it?
Paint backdrop?
Create Individual blocks?
Lighting/Sound: Use Ryan? Who takes care of this?

Set Design/Building: Pat? Mark McKenzie?
Need raked stage
Windmill

Lighting: Is there someone in charge?

Can we refocus lights?

Props: Who does this?

Stage Manager:

Auditions: Backstage West
Rehearsal schedules: Wed-Fridays and Saturday afternoons.

Marketing/Ticket Sales: (Needs to begin asap)
Newspaper Coverage: Pre-show interviews
Local Cable:
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Production Video: YouTube/FB
Group Sales?
Website- Need page to communicate with cast/audition materials/show
info

Quilting Groups
Women’s Clubs
Red Hat Societies
Senior’s Groups
Subscribers
Restaurant Tie-ins
Quilt Raffle?
Quilt display/contest?
Historical Societies?
Museums?
Phone Calls to potential patrons/groups?
Posters/Signage at the theatre and small poster for community placement
Pre-show announcements/plugs
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APPENDIX F

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Photograph by Beatrice Casagran
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Photograph by Beatrice Casagran
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